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Overfishing
Bycatch
Habitat Destruction
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Development & well-being
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Dependence
Stewardship

Development & well-being

SOCIAL ECOLOGICAL
Food security

Livelihoods
Development
Public health

Human well-being

Communities
Socioeconomics

Culture
Attitudes & values

Politics
Governance
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SOCIAL-ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS

Kittinger et al. 2012.

Conservation & Human Communities



The Misanthropocene & 
Humanistic Conservation
(from Patrick Christie’s 2015 Bevan talk)

CONSERVATION SOMETIMES DOES NOT 
CONSIDER HUMANS...
Ocean grabbing; “non-inclusive, neo-colonial”
“Isolates environmental issues from 
environmental justice analysis” 

INSTEAD, IT SHOULD:
“Facilitate, build capacity, ‘get out of the way’”
“Curious”, “humble”, “service-oriented”
“Inclusive of various types of people & forms 
of knowledge”

Conservation & Human Communities

Human rights approach to management 
and conservation



INTERVIEWS/SURVEYS
• Key Informant
• Household

• Structured
• Semi-structured
• Unstructured

FOCUS GROUPS

PARTICIPANT OBSERVATIONSECONDARY SOURCES

DIRECT OBSERVATION

Conservation & Human Communities

METHODS



Conservation & Human Communities

threats & 
activities

drivers
Why do this 
activity?

Interest in 
Conservation

Capacity for 
Conservation

Local 
Ecological 
Knowledge



threats & 
activities

Broad questions:
• What activity is leading to these threats?
• How, where, when are people doing this activity?
• How has this changed over time?
• How is this impacting the species or ecosystem?
• Who is doing this activity?



drivers
Why do this 
activity?

Broad questions:
• What livelihoods do community members engage in?  

What is the relative importance of these livelihoods?
• Why do people choose to do this activity?
• Might they be interested in alternative livelihoods?



Perceptions 
and 
Engagement

Broad questions:
• What do local community members think about 

conservation?
• How aware are local community members about 

conservation issues?
• How do community members learn about conservation 

issues?
• How engaged are community members in conservation-

related activities and organizations?

To consider:
• How to elicit meaningful responses. If you ask “Do you 

think conservation is a good thing?” many people might 
say “Yes!” – so this is not a very useful question 
because most people will say the same thing. Think of 
more specific questions that give you useful 
information.

Interest in 
Conservation



Capacity for 
Conservation

Broad questions:
• Are there groups or leaders that can take responsibility 

for managing resource?
• Is there good trust among the community? Do they 

work well together?
• What are the top needs of the community, and how 

does this impact their ability to do conservation?



Local 
Ecological 
Knowledge

Broad questions:
• Have there been any changes in species over time?
• What are conservation threats to the species?
• What trends, if any, have been observed in fish catch, 

habitats, and the general marine ecosystem?

To consider:
• Time scale – are you interested in changes over the past 

2 years? 5 years? 50 years?
• Reference materials for respondents – if asking them 

about specific place or species, have pictures/maps/etc.
• How to validate information from interviews with other 

methods. For example, if fishers say that their catch is 
decreasing, how could you confirm this using ecological 
surveys?



CRITICALLY ENDANGERED

Vaquita Phocoena sinus

~60



Vaquita Phocoena sinus

THREATS
1. Gillnets for illegal “totoaba” fishery

swim bladders exported to Asia for $$$$$
2. Gillnets for shrimp & other fish

NOAA.gov



Vaquita Phocoena sinus

CONSERVATION
1. International & local conservation groups pressure gov’t 

to ban gillnets
2. US threatens Mexico with embargo of seafood product



Vaquita Phocoena sinus

CONSERVATION
3. The Mexican gov’t bans gillnet fishing for at least 2 yrs
4. But... the illegal totoaba fishery continues

vaquita.tv



Vaquita Phocoena sinus

COMMUNITY
1. Gillnet fisheries are the major livelihood of the communities
2. Compensation program incorrectly implemented
3. Many feel that the ban has brought many problems

• Less money
• Limited job options
• More drug addiction
• More crime
• More families who 

cannot feed 
themselves

• People have to move 
away

• No local seafood



Vaquita Phocoena sinus

COMMUNITY
3. Long history of conflict with conservation groups
“Vaquita conservation is good, but what about food for 
my family?”



Our Project:
• Interviewed fishers, fisher 

organizations, community leaders, 
community organizations, 
researchers, conservation groups, 
government agencies

What they feel about vaquita conservation?
What will happen if the ban is extended beyond 2 years?
What will happen if the ban ends after 2 years?

Problems with conservation
& Possible solutions



“Vive la vaquita...

Muere el pescador”

Some important findings:
1. Communities want to be involved in research 

and conservation – they want their voices 
heard

2. Conservation *must* make sure that social 
programs help the communities

3. If the illegal totoaba fishery is not stopped, 
communities will feel like they suffered for 
nothing – because the vaquita will go extinct 
anyway



How to engage communities

Conservation & Human Communities



Case Studies

Marine 
Conservation Science

1. Irrawaddy dolphin 

2. Sea turtles

3. Dawei Economic Zone



INTENTION NEEDS FINDING
SYNTHESIS/

OPPORTUNITIES
IDEATION PRTOTYPE

1. Period - ?
2. Frame the 

problem
3. Objectives/ 

Desired 
Outcomes (Vision 
Statement)

4. What do you need to 
know?

• Research Plan (Tools + 
Activities)

• Users

5. Find the opportunities

• Challenges/ Problems 6. Brainstorm the 
activities for 
Conservation

• Challenges/Problems
• Consequences

7. Transform the 
idea into the 
testable 
prototype

8. Test the 
prototype

9. Get feedbacks 
and iterate

CONSERVATION PLAN



Case Studies

Marine 
Conservation Science

1. Irrawaddy dolphin 

2. Sea turtles

3. Dawei Economic Zone

• In reality, the process takes many weeks 
to years

• “Adaptive management” – changing 
your research and conservation plan 
based on new information or chaging 
situations

share your plans and 
your experiences



Skills & Expertise

Marine 
Conservation Science

Key Skills to have
• Research design
• “Systems thinking”
• Awareness of what other disciplines 

can offer
• Facilitation & conflict resolution

Roles
• Specialists in each field are important
• But their knowledge needs to be 

linked!
• Interdisciplinary researchers can help 

with this

Moving forward: I will be based in 
Mawlamyine starting in September working 
with IUCN & hope to have a chance to partner 
more with Point B & Mawlamyine University...



What can *you* do?

Marine 
Conservation Science

Learn more
Make your life more sustainable

Reduce – Reuse – Recycle
Minimize use of electricity, fuel, water

Research ☺

what else?



Course Overview

DAY 2 (3pm to 5pm)
Species

Biodiversity
Habitats

Ecosystems

introduction to

Marine 
Conservation Science

DAY 1 (3pm to 5pm)
What is conservation? What is conservation science?

Why is conservation important?
DAY 3 (3pm to 5pm)

Threats
Conservation 
approaches

DAY 4 (10am to 2pm)
Human Communities

Conservation case studies



What did you find most interesting?

Did anything surprise you? 

What do you want to learn more about?

QUESTIONS? COMMENTS?

Thank you very much! Please keep in 
touch & let me (or Point B) know how 
this course could be improved ☺

က  ျေးဇ ျေးတငပ်ါတယ်


